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This book brings forth many new theories and evidence that are sure to intrigue you. Dragon

legends are found in nearly every culture around the globe. They have been thought to be myths.

Yet, mysteriously, these dragons sound a lot like the other giant scaled reptiles, dinosaurs. Could

they be one and the same? Surprisingly enough, the answer to this question is a powerful truth that

confirms biblical authority and greatly weakens the theory of evolution. This book brings forth many

new theories and evidence that are sure to fascinate the reader.
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I came across this book after a short journey studying dragons. I ended up on a forum website and

read through an argument on Young Earth vs. Old Earth. After not begin satisfied with Internet

searches, I came to  and found this.It was absolutely crucial that the book I bought supporting man

living with dinosaurs be well written and well researched. It doesn't matter what sidea perpersis on -

they fight, and present evidence like mad. I ran into a lot of naming calling and serious bashing

online, and didn't want that in a book. I'm happy to report that there is none of that here.Mr. Isaacs

clearly took his time writing this. He has evidence upon evidence. He uses several things to support

his claims. He clearly tells the reader how he got from Point A to Point B. He even includes photos,

which is rare these days. He doesn't bash on evolution, he states why he thinks it's wrong. He

doesn't rip apart a person, he takes apart their theories and ideas. This is a battle to end all battles,

Science vs. Creation, and Mr. Issacs is on the frontlines for Creation.I am not on the man with

dinosaur side as of the date of this review. However, this book has given me a lot to look into, and a



lot to think about. The majority of books get read and then put on the shelf for reference. This one

gave me a list of things to research.I think this book should be read by both sides. It should also be

an authority on HOW to present your case, which Mr. Isaacs did wonderfully.

Several artefacts, fossil finds and oral histories are presented by Darek Isaacs in â€œDragons or

Dinosaurs?â€• to show that dinosaurs (prev. known as â€˜dragonsâ€™) were contemporaries of

Homo sapiens.A rare exposÃ© of Mary Schweitzer and Jack Horner not to release a sample of the

soft tissue found in well-preserved T-rex bone for Carbon-14 dating is a gross miscarriage of

scientific conduct. Everything has to conform to the geological timeline postulated since James

Hutton and Charles Lyell started introducing immense time to rid science of the Bible. Indeed,

uniformitarianism ought to be called, â€œThe Theory of Imagination.â€•It is clear that evolutionary

scientists are doing everything in their power to remain faithful to this underlying premise that

dinosaurs have lived millions of years ago, despite the â€˜rottingâ€™ dino flesh right under their

noses! Now, it seems, research efforts are focusing on how to explain the obvious away, i.e. that

well-preserved tissue cannot be 68 million years old. Surely, so these scientists embroider, there

must be a mechanism not yet discovered by which such preservation could become possible in their

imaginary world of decomposition and rates of decay. Such is their commitment to the Theory of

Evolution that their science becomes a Black Art.This book will be enjoyed by every scientific thinker

with an open mind, whether young or old. Evolutionists will hate it to their own demise. But, maybe,

some will decide to abandon the status quo and start discovering for themselves what raw science

(true knowledge) can be without the preconceived dictations of the post-modern establishment.

Amazing. Astounding. Incredible. The God of the universe who breathed life into man, who spoke

the very universe into existence. Who from the very beginning established knowledge wisdom and

understanding. If there was one book other than the Bible that I could give to a doubting atheist who

wants scientific proof that God exists and science is just catching up with his infinite wisdom, this

would be the book. I couldn't put it down. I found Isaacs writing style to be thought provoking and

challenging to the traditional views on science that so many have been heralded into to blindly

believing and supporting.

good research ,easy reading, explains his theories well, too bad evolutionists are so narrow minded

, they might just learn something , reading this book,.One thing he missed about dinosaurs ,is if man

lived 900yrs.before the flood, then reptiles that had longer lives would have been huge as seen in



the fossil record and after the flood would not have grown as large.

Frankly, I'd never given much thought to the idea that the dragon legends from around the world

might actually be based on actual events and firsthand observations. After reading this book, it all

makes perfect sense to me. There certainly is evidence that people have had contact with living

dinosaurs and pterosaurs throughout recorded history. I won't be a spoiler and reveal any specific

details, but one particular section of this book presents rather strong and jolting evidence that the

fossils of dinosaurs are not nearly as old as the academics would have us believe. This relatively

new evidence hasn't seen much press since the story first broke a few years ago, and it's clearly

because the negative ramifications for the evolutionary paradigm are staggering to say the least.

Unless your mind is entirely closed to the possibility that people and dinosaurs have walked the

earth together in the past, then this book (there's also a companion DVD available) will both

enlighten and entertain you. The worldview of evolutionary thought is a powerful, intellectual hurdle

to overcome, but I would encourage anyone reading this review to give the evidence shown in the

book a chance to stand on its own. Read the book for yourself. Leave your preconceptions at the

door, if you will, and appreciate the scientific advantages of going where the evidence leads.
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